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Measurements of flux-normalized neutrino and antineutrino total charged-current
cross sections {0.) in the energy range 45&E& 205 GeV are presented. We see no evi-
dence for the anomalous sharp rise in o—„/o„reported by earlier authors. The neutrino
cross section rises linearly with energy and with o/E about 1S/o smaller than other meas-
urements below 10 GeV. The average antineutrino slope at 55 GeV is consistent with
measurements at low energy; however, a (20+ 10)/0 increase is indicated over our ener-
gy range.

The energy dependence of the neutrino and anti-
neutrino total charged-current cross sections,
v„(u„)+N-ij(p') + h, adrons, provides a funda-
mental test of two basic assumptions: (1) the four-
fermion (V-A) weak interaction and (2) the seal-
ing of the nucleon structure functions. These as-
sumptions imply that the cross sections rise lin-
early with incident neutrino energy E and, hence,
that the slope parameters s =o/E are independent
of energy. Substantial failure of this test may
signal deviations fromthe simplest local 1/ -A
form, production of new hadronic or leptonic
states, or qualitatively different behavior of the
nucleon structure functions at high energies. It
should be noted that small deviations from exact
scaling are expected on theoretical grounds' and
may have already been observed in electron and
muon scattering. '

Measurements of the slope parameters at low
energies' (E & 10 GeV) give for neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos respectively, s = 0. 74+ 0. 05 and s =
0.28+ 0.02 in units of 10 "cm'/GeV. Earlier
direct measurements' at high energies, while in
agreement with these values, have rather large
errors ( 2(Po) and extend to only 110 GeV.

We present major new results on flux-normal-
ized total cross sections in the energy range 45
& E &205 GeV, obtained with the Fermilab nar-
row-band beam' and the California Institute of
Technology-Fermilab neutrino detector. ' The
total data sample consists of about 18000 & and
12 000 & interactions.

The incident neutrino flux is obtained directly
from the measured number of pions and kaons in
the decay region. These measurements have
been described in a previous communication';
errors in the neutrino flux measurement are
about 7%%uo.

The neutrino target is a calorimeter consist-
ing of 140 tons of steel plates interspersed with
spark chambers (every 20 cm) and scintillation
counters (every 10 cm). Hadron energies are de-
termined by calorimetry. A steel toroidal spec-
trometer downstream of the target provides mo-
mentum analysis for muons.

Neutrino events were recorded when either or
both of two independent triggers were satisfied.
The first, the muon trigger (MT), required a
secondary muon to traverse counters upstream
and downstream of the toroidal magnet. No re-
quirement was made on hadronic energy deposi-
tion. The second, the hadron trigger (HT), re-
quired a minimum energy deposition (~6 GeV) in
the target calorimeter along with a track that
penetrated 150 cm of steel. The hadron trigger
did not involve the toxoidal magnet. By utilizing
the substantial overlap of these two triggers, it .

was determined that the muon trigger efficiency
was 9l%%uo, and the hadron trigger efficiency aver-
aged 96%%uo.

The measurement of total cross sections util-
izing the narrow-band beam is in principle quite
direct. ' Each of six beam settings' yields two
fluxbands (&s, vs), from n andri decay, which
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differ in mean energy by over a factor of 2 and
with typical rms widths of 2@o and 18(o, respec-
tively. The neutrino fluxes in the two energy
bands are individually determined. Measure-
ments of 0 at the two energies are then obtained
from the number of events induced by neutrinos
in each of the bands.

For MT events, the &„&E separation is made
using the total observed neutrino energy (the sum
of measured muon, E„, and hadron, E„, energies)
and the transverse vertex position. After cor-
recting for azimuthal acceptance losses, these
events provide a complete sample in the range of
muon Polar angles, 0&6t&8, (0,=110mrad). The
analysis of MT events is discussed in more de-
tail in Ref. 6.

To complement this data sample, we utilize the
HT events. Although these do not in general pro-
vide measured values of muon energy on an event-
by-event basis, they do cover polar angles up to
82 = 360 mrad with full efficiency (after correct-
ing for azimuthal losses). The value of 8, re-
sults from the requirement that a charged par-
ticle traverse 150 cm of steel. This penetration
cut insures that a muon is present. '

Without individually measured muon energies
in the HT events, we utilize an alternative tech-
nique to separate the &„&&data. This proce-
dure is illustrated in Fig. 1 for one of the nar-
row-band beam settings (+190 GeV'). The hadron
energy distribution for all HT events is shown.
Also plotted are the distributions for the &E MT
events and the sum of the &„and &E MT events
in restricted energy ranges. The angular cover-
age 8 ( 0, of the muon trigger implies, by kine-
matics, complete acceptance in hadron energy
for E&&E„,where E„depends on the inci-
dent neutrino energy. ' At any of the beam set-
tings, EI, " for &E events is larger than the max-
imum possible hadron energy in &, events. The
complete distribution for all &E events is obtained
by combining the distribution from the muon trig-
ger for E„&E& " with that from the hadron trig-
gex' fox' Eg & Eg . This dlstx'lbutlon 1s lndlcated
by the solid curve in the figure. The E„distri-
bution for v, events is obtained by subtracting
the much smaller &E distribution from the total
spectrum. The cross-hatched area in the figure
yields the total number of &, events. ' Variations
in the E„cuts by + 1(P/o result in changes in the
number of v„and &E events which are typically
& 3%.

The final separated E& distributions do not con-
tain events for 8 &II, (360 mrad). We estimate the
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FIG. 1. The hadron energy distribution for events
obtained at the +190-GeV beam setting. This figure il-
lustrates the technique for separating events in the two
energy bands v~ and vl. All events have been corrected
for azimuthal detection efficiency. Because the muon
trigger for vz events has acceptance up to a hadron en-
ergy larger than the maximum possible E„for v~
events, the vE distribution is uniquely determined. .
The v~ distribution (cross-hatched area) is obtained
by subtracting the much smaller vz distribution from
the total.

number of these missed events from the meas-
ured distributions in the scaled muon angle vari-
able, tt = 2M/E&', for the separated &„&&data.
Here, the neutrino energy is obtained from the
beam properties and the muon angle is measured
for each event. By extrapolating these distribu-
tions to & = 0, we determine corrections for this
event loss that range from (0.+ 0.5)% to (6.6
+ 2.5)% for neutrinos and from (0.+0.5)% to (1.6
+ 0.5)% for antineutrinos, where the largest cor-
rection occurs at the lowest incident neutrino en-
ergies. The quoted errors reflect our uncertain-
ties in making this correction and are incorpor-
ated into the total errors.

The resulting total cross sections represent in-
tegrals over the entire final-state phase space.
The values and their errors are given in Table I
and shown in Fig. 2. An overall normalization
error of 4%, common to & and v, is not included
in the errors shown. Our previously measured'
cross sections are consistent with these new
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FIG. 2. Neutrino and antineutrino total cross sec-
tions as a function of the incident energy. Neutrino
(circles) and antineutrino (triangles) data are shown
from this experiment (open symbols) and from Ref. 3
(filled symbols). The errors on our data include all
statistical and estimated systematic uncertainties, but
not an overall 4% normalization uncertainty. For com-
parison, the best linear fits from Ref. 8 are shown.

measurements. The errors on these new data,
however, are a factor of 5 smaller due to sub-
stantial improvements and redundancies in the
technique. ' The best-fit slope parameters to the
~ and 7 data (with all errors included) are

(s) = (0.609 + 0.030) x 10 Ss cms/GeV,

(s) = (0.290+ 0.015) && 10 "cm'/Ge V. (2)

(GeV)

~P

(10 "cm') (GeV)

P

()0 "cm')

45.2
61.8
72.4

125.0
171.0
205.0

30.1+ 2.0
35.3+ 1.8
44.4 + 3.0
76.8+ 9.8

109.2+ 7.6
122.4+ 9.8

45.9
60.0
65.7

129.0
168.0
188.0

18.2 + 0.7
16.9 + 0.8
18.1+ 1.1
51.0+ 7.4
54.6+ 5.7
63.8 + 8.6

TABLE I. Neutrino and antineutrino total charged-
current cross sections at various incident energies.
These values represent integrals over the entire phase
space. All errors are included except an overall 4~]0

calibration uncertainty common to all points. The quot-
ed errors are dominantly from estimated systematic ef-
fects; in general, the raw statistical errors contribute
less than half of the net error. Mean neutrino energies
are known to 1.50j&.

FlG. B. The ratio of antineutrino to neutrino cross
sections, R~=s(E)/s(E), as a function of neutrino ener
gy, E. The solid line indicates the best average. The
higher-energy —data average is {20+10)% is higher than
the lower-energy data. For comparison, the average
value of this ratio from Bef. 8 is also shown (filled cir-
cle).

The neutrino data fit the hypothesis of linearity
extremely well, with a X'= 3.8 for 5 degrees of
freedom. The measured slope is about 18' (3.6
standard deviations) below" the value tluoted' by
experiments at low energy (E & 10 GeV). Small
scaling violations as seen in pP and eP data' are
a possible explanation' for this decrease at high
energies.

The hypothesis of linearity fits the antineutrino
data of Fig. 2 adequately with y'= 6.5 for 5 de-
grees of freedom although a systematic increase
in s at higher energies is indicated. The aver-
age slope (s) is consistent with measurements at
low energy.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of antineutrino to neu-
trino cross sections R, =s(E)/s(E) versus neu-
trino energy. The ratio of the average slopes is
0.476+ 0.019. We see no evidence for the dra-
matic and anomalous rise in this ratio observed
by other authors" in the energy range 30 to 100
GeV. However, a more gentle increase of (20
+ 10)% over our larger energy range (45 to 205
GeV) is indicated by the data. " This 2-standard-
deviation effect is in contrast to a recent result'
in which no energy dependence was observed over
the same energy range.
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Cross sections for the inclusive production of charm-anticharm pairs in the hadron
showers of neutrino scattering are calculated within framework of quantum chromodynam-

ics. A branching ratio of less than 10, insufficient to account for the like-sign di-
muons observed by Barish et al. , Benvenuti et al. , and Holder et al. and trimuons ob-
served by Barish et al. and Benvenuti et al. , is obtained for a~=0.4 at values of x be-
tween 0.05 and 0.3, and v-50-75 GeV.

Trimuons' and like-sign dimuons' ' have re-
cently been observed in high-energy neutrino ex-
periments. It has been proposed' that the pro-
duction and subsequent decay of new heavy leptons
(m —10 GeV) are responsible for these events.
However, at least in the case of the like-sign
dimuons, the events may be accounted for through
the associated production of charm-anticharm
pairs in (0.5-1)% of the hadron showers. "Hence
the heavy-lepton interpretation of the multimuon
events must be measured against at least this
alternative.

In a recent Letter, Bletzacker, Nieh, and Soni'
have presented a phenomenological model of cc
pair production in the diffractive (small-x) re-
gion in order to account for the kinematic dis-
tributions of the multimuons. Since the publica-
tion of this work, however, a "large" sample of
47 p, p, events has been reported' in a v-Fe ex-

periment by Holder et al. The background from
and K decay is estimated to contribute 30+7

events, so that it is possible that there are 17+ 7
events of direct origin. The (x„;,) of all

the events is 0.28, so that if there are events of
direct origin, it is likely that they are not in the
diffractive region. (The seven events reported
in Ref. 3 also have (x„;,) =0.2.) In addition, the
work of Ref. 8 does not provide a theoretical
basis for the overall normalization of the cross
section for the associated production of charmed
hadrons.

Thus, it is of considerable practical interest to
provide a theoretical model for inclusive charm-
anticharm production in the nondiffractive ("nor-
mal x") region of v-nucleus scattering. Such a
model, based on the standard SU(3) color gauge
theory of the strong interactions (quantum chro
modynamics, "QCD") is presented in this paper.
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